ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.

Age: 4 years and up
For: 2 to 4 players
Playing Time: 15 minutes

Contents:
- 1 dog with lead and pump
- 1 bone
- 1 die & sticker sheet
- 4 scoops
- 1 container ‘Dog food’
- 1 treat mold
- Instructions

Preparation:
Remove the stickers from the sticker sheet and apply one to each side of the die.

Object of the game:
Feed the dog a doggie treat, pump the lead as instructed, if he poops on your turn ‘scoop the poop’, it’s the first to 3 that wins!

Set-Up:
Place the dog in the center of the table. Each player takes one scoop.

Feeding the dog:
Take the ‘dog food’ out of the food container (replace the lid) and flatten to make a 1cm thick layer of ‘dog food’. Use the cookie mold to cut out a dog’s treat. This is exactly the correct quantity of food you need to feed the dog, (remove all surplus material).

Take the ‘treat’ and use your fingers to push it inside the dog’s mouth. Use the feeder bone to push the ‘treat’ in further by slowly pushing and turning until you cannot push any further (Note: Take care while doing this, so that the rubber bands on the bone do not move), leave the bone inserted. You are now ready to play.

IMPORTANT, you must only feed the dog one treat, if you feed him more than one treat he will get ‘constipated’ and the pump will struggle to work, if you do please read the Helpful tips on reverse.

Playing the game:
The youngest player starts the game and rolls the die. The symbols appearing on top of the die indicate which action the player must do. The actions on illustrations below are:

1. Pump 1 time.
2. Pump 2 times.
3. Pump 3 Times.
X Lose your turn, don’t pump.
Swap scoops with another player (you have to swap so ideally swap with someone that has more poops on their scoop than you).
Once the action is completed, the turn is over and the next player on the left will continue to play.

When the dog ‘poops’ the player who pumped the lead will ‘scoop the poop’. You can only ‘scoop the poop’ when it has fallen on the table. When it is hanging outside the end of the dog, just tap him on the back until it drops.

This player also feeds the dog for the next round. See ‘Feeding the dog’. The next round starts with the player on the left and so on.

**End of the game:**
The game ends when a player has collected 3 ‘poops on their scoop’. This player wins the game.

After playing a round, all the ‘scooped poops’ are collected by the winner and put back in the container, so it can be used for the next round. A new round can begin.

---

**IMPORTANT PLEASE READ**

**HELPFUL TIPS AND CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS:**

We want to prevent Doggie Doo having a stomach problem and no food coming out of the dog please read the information below to help enjoy prolonged use of the game and avoid visiting the vets!

If food gets stuck inside the dog this may be caused by squeezing too gently on the pump, this can create an air hole through the food resulting in loss of suction, to clear: insert a measured piece of food into the mouth of the dog, reinsert the bone then give several firm/quick squeezes on the pump to eject both the existing and new piece of food.

Encourage children to give firm squeezes on the pump.

We recommend you do not play with the dog food, it is a special mixture for the game, food, drinks and even bacteria on hands can soon change the composition which will mean it will not work in the dog properly and new food will need to be purchased.

Only use original material supplied to feed the dog. Do not place foreign objects into the dog.

If, for whatever reason, the dog food gets stuck inside the dog, you can wash it through with warm water. Let the dog air dry after washing.

The ‘dog food’ is safe and non-toxic, however, it is a toy and therefore not suitable for consumption.

Store the ‘dog food’ in its container with the lid tightly closed. Do not keep it in warm areas i.e. near heat vents or in direct sunlight.

‘Dog food’ pieces can be washed away with warm water or rubbed off when dry.

The dog food will not last forever exposure to air, oils and food/drink deposits on hands will change its composition, new food is available to purchase along with helpful videos on unblocking the dog at: [http://www.johnadams.co.uk/Ideal_Games_AND_Puzzles/Action_Games/Doggie_Doo/](http://www.johnadams.co.uk/Ideal_Games_AND_Puzzles/Action_Games/Doggie_Doo/)

If you still have a problem please call customer services on 01480 414361

---

**WARNING. Not suitable for children under 36 months. Choking hazard – small parts.**

John Adams are constantly endeavouring to improve quality standards and therefore colours, sizes and contents may sometimes vary from those shown. Please retain this information.
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